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“If Pac-Man had affected us as
kids, we’d all be running around
in dark rooms, munching pills and
listening to repetitive electronic
music.”
-Marcus Bridgstocke

Alien Invasion
Fail?

By Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

Albuquerque, UP – In Albuquerque, tonight, we find
several bodies of rather
large, human shaped bees
laying throughout the city
borders. These large insectoid creatures have not been
identified by any federal scientific laboratories yet, so
several samples have been
sent to numerous universities
and independent laboratories to help understand the
structure of these creatures.
One lab has found that the
creatures’ DNA has several
popcorn shaped organs
throughout its body, most
seem to have extremely odd
and unknown functions,
though some are speculating that it have something to
do with the probably odd
digestive system of the creatures, seeing as they were
witnessed eating only potatoes.
At a campus lab in the Up...see From Space! on back
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Incorrectly Predicted Weather Results in
Devastation
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull
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paper was showered with fame for such not die from being struck by the brusan honest and wonderful prediction.
sels sprouts found themselves driven
into mental insanity as the sprouts made
However, as we have all learned from the them remember of when their parents
decimation and death that followed the
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Cryptograms!
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Open til 8 Sunday thru Thursday
Til 10 on Friday and Saturday
Want us open later? Let us know!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Peep peep! Peep peep!

482-5100

... From Space! from front

per Peninsula of Michigan,
where Bugs Bunny was
reported to once try going, the researchers were
trying to figure out the
rate of rigor mortis for the
creatures, or if post mortem for these creatures
caused different effects.
The body for research arrived and was extremely
flexible and “quite bendy”
– as one student worker
suggested.

and they compared the
moving creatures to those
he saw in “Invader Zim”, a
television show from his
childhood.

“Though there were tons
more than those who
were left, but they starting fighting like my parents
and the female ones” –
when questioned how
he knew they were females, he mimicked a
large chest, “-were moOne slightly crazy/insane
tioning furiously. I think
researcher was using MATHLAB A similar occurence has happened before in Japan... that was when the female inin putting together the data from her there is a way to determine age of sects started killing their mates, and a
research and noticed the data from these creatures and find a more linear few of the males were taken back to
the height and weight measurement or even function like graph of height, the big ships. Maybe for dinner?”
collected were very similar to a fruit- weight and/or age”, the researcher
cake – the universe’s dumb pile for commented quickly, running on her The teenager left it at that comment,
everything that seemed odd in a spe- way out to a bowling game of the re- mumbling about being hungry…
cies.
Anyway, there has not been any
searchers using physics to bowl.
more evidence gathered in the past
“We are still looking for more evi- To gather some more data about the few days, and, even if there have
dence from the bodies to find if creatures, citizens from Albuquerque been more events such as Albuquerwere questioned about their obser- que, UP, the government probably
vations during the creatures’ appear- has covered it up at this point. The
ance. It was found that the creatures final gathered data points to this havcame into the city during the city ing been just a lost group of space
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forced them to eat them for dinner.
TONIGHT! At 8:00 PM (20:00)
Then, after the brussel hail storm, old
melting lickerish began to splash down
Studio’s Orpheum Theatre
onto the pavement. Like they are noris hosting:
mally found in their package, these off
brand licorice were melted and sticky.
This Is Deer Country!
Everywhere they fell they stained and
ruined clothes, pavement, cars, and
They will be accompanied by
even the rock garden. Unlucky girls, and
some guys, who were out in the storm
Photagraphers
with their long hair, have been forced
to shave off the sticky messes. Also the
rock garden has been scheduled to
and
be removed. The school board stated
that they do not want the now licorice
The Great Unknown!
colored rocks to be confused by drunk
students as candy.
Be there, or be square... or worse!
Finally, as night began to approach,
and it seemed like the end was near,
a blizzard of Sno-Balls rushed across
the Keweenaw. Thankfully this did not
come as much of a disaster, only a few
people with coconut allergies got sick.
And anyone with actual taste just drove
up to Walmart and bought Twinkies. At
least those that survived the onslaught
of the day got their Twinkie fix.

News Flash: Foot Shoes

By Jon “Big-O” Mahan
~ Daily Bull~

As many of you may have seen around the campus recently, there has been a
disturbing rise of foot-wear about. Foot-wear isn’t what you think it means. It’s
not a shoe, or sandal, or anything like that. No, foot-wear, as it is defined by
the recent trend, is a shoe which looks like and conforms to your foot. Yup,
thats right, now you can go barbarian without even dirtying the bottoms of
your sensitive little feet.
Scientists now worry about the possible side effects of the foot wear. “We
designed the shoe to be edgey for people on the coasts, more specifically
the west coast, where bare feet don’t tend to be bear feet. With them being
worn in such an alien and foreign climate, we’re worried about several of the
side effects.”
Side effects include: looking like a tool, feeling like an idiot, the stares of feet
obsessed people, freezing toe, tool-tripping, and OMG WHAT HAPPENED
TO MY FEET, I CAN FEEL SNOW IN MY BONES-itis. Scientists are particularily
worried about that last one. If you or a loved one you know seems to be
exhibitting any or all of these symptons, buy some god-damned real shoes.

